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NAVAL PERSPECTIVES FOR MILITARY DOCTRINE DEVELOPMENT
by

James J. Tritten'

Introduction

The purpose of this paper is to discuss the term military doctrine for a.naval audience
that is less than familiar with the term and unsure of its impact. It is also writtern for other
writers of military doctrine so that they will understand current naval doctrine development.
This paper will, first, review the already approved military definitions of doctrine to provide
the reader with a sense of how doctrine is viewed by the military profession. From a variety
of terms that include the word doctrine, it will then, second, set military doctrine for the
Navy in the context of all of the possible types of doctrine. Third, this paper will consider
what influences the various types of military doctrine, including doctrine in the Navy.
Fourth, the paper will consider what, in turn, is influenced by military doctrine. Fifth, the
paper will consider what military doctrine is not; for example, doctrine is not tactics. Sixth,
the paper will consider standardization of military doctrine, and finally, the paper concludes
with the use of the term military doctrine by the Navy. With properly developed military
doctrine we gain professionalization, without relinquishing freedom of judgment that the
commanders need to exercise individual initiative in battle.

Doctrine is defined in the dictionary as "a principle or body of principles presented by a
specific field, system or organization for acceptance or belief."' From an organizational
perspective, doctrine is those shared beliefs and principles that define the work of a
profession. Principles are: (1), basic truths, laws, or assumptions; (2), rules or standards of
behavior; (3), fixed or predetermined policies or modes of action. Professions are
occupations and vocations requiringtraining and education in a specialized field-training and
education in the doctrine of that profession. Doctrine is the codification of what a profession
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like to acknowledge the assistance and contribution to this paper 6f Captain Wayne Hughes,
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Training and Doctrine Command (TRADOC); Dr. Edward J. Marolda, Head of the
Contemporary History Branch, Naval Historical Center; Captain Peter Swartz, USN (Ret.),
at the Center for Naval Analyses (CNA); Captain Thorn Ford, USN, at the U.S. Army
Command and General Staff College (USAC&GSC); Commander Mike Vitale, USN; Joint
Doctrine Division (J-7/JDDj), Joint Staff; Lieutenant Colonel Dave Mirra, USMC, at the
Doctrine Division, Marine Corps Combat Development Command (MCCDC); Professor El
Iirving Brinton Holley, Jr., Duke University; Captain Jack McCaffrie, RAN, Director 0]
General of the Royal Australian Navy Maritime Studies Program; as well as by the staff of
the Air-Land-Sea Application (ALSA) Center, and Major John Blum, USMC and
Commander Charles Allen, USN at the Naval Doctrine Command (NDC).
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thinks (believes) and does (practices) whenever the profession's membership perform in the
usual and normal (normative) way.

Generally, society lets professions regulate their own activities if there is a doctrine
which defines how the profession will do its work and there is some form of management
and oversight of the activities of those who belong to it. Hence, the medical profession
generally regulates its own profession and sets its own doctrine. On the other hand, there is a
separate and additional formal medical doctrine for physicians in the armed forces. Other
professions are generally self-sufficient with minimal oversight by government, representing
society, until such time as there is a proven need for such oversight.

.Because of a number of special circumstances, the military as a profession is subject to
more than the average amount of oversight by government. First, the military is
commissioned by the government that provides the military profession with all of its
resources. Second, generally governments limit the number of military organizations in a
country by prohibiting private military or even military-like organizations. Third, society
provides to the government and the military its most treasured possessions, its sons and
daughters, who may be asked to serve under extremely hazardous circumstances. Fourth, the
military profession is often called upon to kill and to be willing to expend the lives of its
own in the name of the government and the society that it represents. Fifth, there is the
historically-proven need for society and government to monitor the activities of even the most
well-meaning and loyal militaries.

Like other professions, militaries have always had doctrine which defines how they do
their job. Unlike some professions however, military doctrine does not have one standard
approach nor common thread which can be found in all nations and in all military Services.
In some cases, doctrine in the armed forces has been written and centralized. In other cases,
doctrine has been unwritten and decentralized. In other words, doctrine in the military
profession is an extremely complex concept, one that is currently undergoing a renaissance in
our country.

Military doctrine in the U.S. has been consciously made'a piovince of the uniformed
Services rather than the civilian Office of the Secretary of Defense. At one time, the
Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff (CJCS) thought about issuing a document entitled Basic
National Defense Doctrine, Joint Publication 0-1, but the draft version of this publication was
never approved and eventually efforts to issue it stopped.2 The draft Basic National Defense
Doctrine defined doctrine as "an accepted body of professional knowledge."3 This
publication then further refined various types of military doctrine as developed in
authoritative subordinate publications.

.Types of Military Doctrine

The official starting point in the U.S. armed forces for a definition of doctrine is the
Department of Defense Dictionary of Military and Associated Terms, Joint Publication 1-02.',
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According to this authoritative publication, doctrine is: "fundamental principles by which the
military forces or elements thereof guide their actions in support of national objectives. It is
authoritative but requires judgment in application. "5 This definition is consistent with others
used by the U.S. Army,6 U.S. Air Force,7 U.S. Marine Corps," and U.S. Navy.'

From this Joint Publication 1-02 definition, or rather from what is missing from this
definition, comes a recognition that doctrine applies at every level of warfare: strategic,
operational, or tactical. Hence, military doctrine can exist at the strategic-level, -where it will
interact with policy. Generally, military officers would prefer to consider doctrine from the
"purely" military perspective--without any consideration of policy. At the tactical-level, there
may even be a purely military perspective, but as the level of warfare exceeds that of the
immediate battle area and elevates to issues of importance to the campaign or overall war, it
becomes more difficult to separate the "purely" military aspects.

Doctrine has multiple definitions in Joint Publication 1-02 and we will need to consider
them all before we fully understand what the term means to the U.S. armed forces. For
example, in addition to the general definition of doctrine, there is another Joint Publication 1-
02 definition for joint doctrine: "fundamental principles that guide the employment of forces
of two or more Services in coordinated action toward a common objective. It will be
promulgated by the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, in coordination with the combatant
commands, Services, and Joint Staff." The key to understanding joint doctrine is that it is not
joint doctrine until promulgated by the CJCS. Similarly, Marine Corps doctrine would not be
Marine Corps doctrine until it is promulgated by the Commandant of the Marine Corps.

I

According to the Joint Chiefs of Staff's Joint Warfare of the US Arned Forces, Joint
Publication 1, "Joint doctrine deals with the fundamental issues of how best to employ the
national military power to achieve strategic ends.. .Joint doctrine offers a common perspective
from which to plan and operate, and fundamentally shapes the way we think about and train
for war" [emphasis added].10 From this definition, we see that there is a hierarchy to
military doctrine; joint doctrine applies only to that level of warfare which can achieve
strategic ends. Generally that would be the strategic and operational-levels of warfare, thus
implying that the tactical-level of warfare remains the province of the individual Services.

1,

Since it is possible that there may be occasions when military Services might desire to
cooperate outside of the approval authority of the CJCS, provisions have been made for
multi-Service doctrine: "fundamental principles that guide the employment of forces of two
or more Services in coordinated action toward a common objective. It is ratified by two or
more Services, and is promulgated in multi-Service publications that identify the participating
Services, e.g., Army-Navy doctrine." Multi-Service doctrine is primarily designed for the
operational or strategic-levels of warfare. Although much of the thinking behind multi-
S~ervice doctrine is pre-Goldwater-Nichols Act (1986), one might conclude that multi-Service
doctrine will die on the vine and be replaced by joint doctrine.
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A good example of cooperation between the Services to form multi-Service doctrine was
the development of the AirLand Battle Doctrine. The Army Training and Doctrine Command
(TRADOC) and Air Force Tactical Air Command (TAC) started the multi-Service Air-Land
Forces Applications Agency (ALFA) in 1975.11 This multi-Service doctrine effort expanded
into the current Air-Land-Sea Application (ALSA) Center. Another example of multi-
Service doctrine development is the Center for Low Intensity Conflict (CLIC), the Army and
Air Force focal point for certain categories of military operations other than war.12 One
might conclude that it will only be a matter of time before these types of organizations will
be absorbed by the Joint Warfighting Center (JWFC), but there are other views on the
longevity of such doctrine.' 3

With the formation of the Naval Doctrine Command (NDC), the Navy now has its first
centralized command responsible for the publication of doctrine for the fleet. Since the Naval
Doctrine Command is a multi-Service command and its Naval Doctrine Publications (NDPs)
bear the signatures of both the Chief of Naval Operations and the Commandant of the Marine
Corps, it is obvious that some of the output of the NDC will be multi-Service doctrine. The
Navy will simultaneously make NDC the central point of focus for Navy doctrine, while the
Marine Corps has a separate doctrine division at their Marine Corps Combat Development
Command (MCCDC).

Although one might question the need for multi-Service doctrine in this era of jointness,
the two (joint and multi-Service) types of doctrine can coexist and benefit from each other.
For the Navy currently, it is far more palatable to develop doctrine in the context of the
familiar' Navy-Marine Corps team rather than in the new joint environment where the other
two Services, the Joint Staff, and all the Commanders-in-Chief (CinCs) would have an input.

Numerous other Service documents promulgate Service doctrine for specific tasks and
missions. The individual military Services appear to have the primary responsibility for
development of tactical-level doctrine but there may be some blurring of lines of
responsibility. For example, the Commander-in-Chief of the U.S. Special Operations
Command probably develops some tactical-level doctrine for special Operations forces.
Within the context of joint doctrine, the Commander-in-Chief, of the new U.S. Atlantic
Command is developing tactical-level doctrine for tactical-level joint task forces. Similarly,
Services cannot help but intrude into the operational and even strategic-levels of warfare as
they attempt to explain their roles in training and equipping forces. In turn, this means that
Service doctrine cannot help but influence joint doctrine.

Within each Service, various combat arms have their own individual doctrine; e.g.
submarines operate under submarine doctrine, as well as combined arms doctrine where the
different combat arms within an individual Service operate in a coordinated fashion; i.e. air,
surface, and subsurface operating under a Navy combined arms antisubmarine warfare
d6ctrine.
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Since doctrine already accounts for more than one military Service, it should not surprise
us that it also has a multinational dimension. The term multinational refers to anything
international; i.e. bilateral, regional, global, ad hoc, standing alliances, etc. Multinational
doctrine has always been important. During the Cold War, campaigns in and around Europe
would have been conducted primarily in accordance with NATO combined doctrine, a
multinational form of doctrine, rather than in accordance with any national military doctrine.
Today, the importance of multinational operations is recognized by the inclusion of a
separate chapter on this subject in the basic doctrinal publication for joint operations."4

Joint Publication 1-02 defines combined doctrine: "fundamental principles that guide the
employment of forces of two or more nations in coordinated action toward a common
objective. It is ratified by participating nations." Here it would appear that the emphasis is on
the formal aspect of combined doctrine being that which is officially promulgated by the
participating nations. Combined doctrine is not officially such until formally published by
competent multinational authority. Furthermore, combined doctrine is but one type of
possible multinational doctrine, although it is the most common. Combined doctrine does not
necessarily have to be associated with NATO; indeed combined doctrine exists for other
multinational defense arrangements outside of the NATO umbrella; e.g. with South Korea.

According to the NATO Glossary of Terms and Definitions, NATO defines doctrine as:
"fundamental principles by which the military forces guide their actions in support of
objectives. It is authoritative but requires judgment in application."15 This generic definition
does not change the basic U.S. definition except in the deletion of reference to national
objectiVes. Further, it is not clear from this definition if NATO doctrine includes all levels
of warfare, or if like joint doctrine, it is fundamentally oriented towards the strategic and
operational-levels.

What is clear, however, is that NATO doctrine, as a form of combined doctrine, applies
in a NATO context; i.e. if national forces operate under NATO command, they operate
under NATO doctrine and not normally under national joint or Service doctrine. This is
important since, under most circumstances of warfare involving the U.S. in and around
Europe, our assumption is that U.S. forces will be a part of ai NATO and not national
command structure. If, on the other hand, NATO lacks a combined doctrine for a specific
task, then some national military doctrine may be used by the participants until such time as
an approved NATO combined doctrine is promulgated.

In the case of European nations operating together outside of NATO, such as their efforts
under the Western European Union (WEU) in the Adriatic, existing NATO combined
doctrine is being used in the absence of any WEU military doctrine. This case of using other
doctrine exists for forces operating under United Nations (UN) auspices since there is no
approved UN military doctrine either. The recent operations in the Adriatic have caused a
nfimber of European nations to recognize the need to create a multinational military doctrine
for peacekeeping operations outside of the NATO environment.' 6 Hence, military doctrine
exists or is being planned for use in ad hoc multinational contexts.
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Multinational doctrine, in its many possible forms, has an extremely important role to
play for the U.S. armed forces. As we respond to crises under the auspices of some
international organization, alliance, or ad hoc coalition, we will need some form of
multinational doctrine to guide our actions. In the absence of formal multinational doctrine, it
is entirely permissible to substitute some form of national military doctrine, including U.S.

j joint doctrine, as a temporary surrogate.

In the past, military doctrine has also been officially defined in certain functional-
specific cases. For example, both the U.S. and NATO define tactical air doctrine:
"fundamental principles designed to provide guidance for the employment of air power in
tactical air operations to attain established objectives." Although there may not be additional

* formal functional doctrinal definitions in Joint Publication 1-02, such written functional
* doctrine still exists in a variety of Service and allied publications for the conduct of

amphibious warfare, air warfare, space warfare, etc. There is also joint and Service
functional medical, logistics, intelligence, etc., military doctrine. Remaining Service
functional doctrine is gradually being replaced by joint doctrine and existing Service
functional doctrine should be seen as amplification.

Due to the complexity of the different types of doctrine, we must be very specific when
discussing the type of military doctrine to which we refer and, in addition, we may have to
specify the level of warfare to which the doctrine applies. There are two essential elements in
all forms of military doctrine: how the military profession thinks about warfare and how it
acts when in combat. Without each element, doctrine would be incomplete. If it were merely
how v.e thought about war, such a doctrine would merely be the unfulfilled wishes of the

* leadership. If it merely codified how we acted, without having created a theory, it might
represent the documentation of mob violence.

What Influences Military Doctrine?

We can also get a sense of what is meant by military doctrine by a review of other terms
which use the word "doctrine" in their definition. For example, it appears that doctrine is
driven by concepts. 17 Consider the following U.S./NATO definition of "tactical concept: a
statement, in broad outline, which provides a common basis for, future development of
tactical doctrine." Hence we can infer from this definition that concepts drive military
doctrine. Concepts can come from a number of areas. For example, concepts to apply to
military doctrine can come from: current policy, available resources, current strategy and
campaigns, current doctrine, threats, history and lessons learned, strategic culture, fielded
and/or emerging technology, geography and demographics, and types of government.

Policy

National policy is: "a broad course of action or statements of guidance adopted by the

government at the national level in pursuit of national objectives.." Current policy is derived
from standing national policy and in turn it drives military doctrine-but in complicated ways.
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For example, the National Military Strategy of the United States, that dates from early 199218
and the January 1993 National Security Strategy of the United States' ought to be standing
policy that both drive military doctrine. These documents, however, were all issued by the
previous administration and may, or may not, reflect the thinking of the current government.
Similarly, the Weinberger DoctrineF outlining conditions that govern the commitment of
U.S. troops represents a well-thought-out policy that also ought to be standing policy, but
may in. fact have been the views of only one administration or the Secretary of Defense
within that administration.

We need to consult reports such as the current administration's Secretary of Defense's
Annual Report to the President and the Congress21 and the Report of the Bottom-Up Review=
in order to ascertain how much of what ought to be standing policy was really then-current
policy and no longer is applicable. Since all current governments will attempt to shape
military programming, presumably there will be updated versions of the national security and
national military strategy documents reflecting the military policy of the current
administration.

In the absence of updated government policy documents, militaries must search through
the policy pronouncements of their governmental leaders in order to gain insights and obtain
guidance. This need to scour administration public statements occurs in the early years of
any new administration when it has not yet had the maturity to issue fully-blown policy
statements which would give full guidance to the military. The source of these
pronouncements can be varied: speeches, op-ed pieces, brief articles, etc. Indeed,
governnfents will often use these devices as policy "trial balloons" prior to any issuance of a
final white paper.' Yet doctrinal writers cannot wait for fully developed policy documents if
these writers are concerned with military doctrine for future forces.

Similarly, the policies that influence military doctrine may not necessarily be national
policies-hence military Services need to also look at international policy pronouncements.
When U.S. armed forces operate in a multinational environment, they need multinational
policy guidance from the international organization, alliance, or ad hoc coalition that has
provided the authority for the military operation itself. This Was exactly what happened to
U.S. armed forces during the termination phase of Operation Desert Storm when they
stopped the offensive having achieved United Nations goals.

Resource Restraints

Further complicating the policy input to military doctrine is the relationship of policy
statements to programming for future forces. For example, the above cited publications are
all policy statements issued by governments in a programming context. Hence, writers of
nýilitary doctrine must separate the programmatic aspects of such documents from the
d6ctrine for current operations. For example, in February 1984, the Annual Report to the
President and the Congress, Fiscal Year 1985 issued by then-Secretary of Defense Casper
W. Weinberger,' contained the programmatics for defending the United States with space-
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based defensive weapons. Since these weapons did not exist, we should not assume that a
military doctrine for their employment currently existed. Furthermore, defense of the United
States was governed by doctrine that primarily made use of offensive and not defensive
weapons. On the other hand, when the decision was made to exploit new technologies
allowing for space-based defensive weapons, it would have been irresponsible for
government not to explore doctrinal issues for their use.

It is also sometimes, but not always, irresponsible for the military to develop doctrine for
weapons for which there are no available resources. For example, continued doctrinal
development by the Army for nuclear warfighting on the battlefield, could be construed as
irresponsible in the face of the denuclearizing of the Army and the signal that it would send
to other nations of the world. On the other hand, one could argue that doctrinal development"
for nuclear warfighting is necessary as long as such weapons exist in the arsenals of any
nation. Clearly, the lack of resources in the Army for offensive nuclear warfighting need not
preclude the continued development of doctrine for fighting in a nuclear environment. The
priority of such doctrinal development might be significantly less than military doctrine
associated with current strategy and planned campaigns.

Strategy

Current strategy and subordinate campaign concepts clearly should have a major
influence on military doctrine. One of the finest examples of strategy and campaign concepts
driving doctrinal development is that of amphibious warfare in the 1920s and 1930s0 As the
Joint [Army-Navy] Board designed war plans for the relief of the Philippines in the period
before World War I, the Navy General Board provided an input that such plans could include
the seizure of unoccupied islands, by the Marine Corps, which would support the forward
movement by the fleet. Following the war, Major Earl H. Ellis, USMC, developed a concept
for the seizing of occupied islands as well. This concept was approved by General John A.
Lejeune, Commandant of the Marine Corps and, over the next thirteen years, integrated into
revised war and campaign plans and eventually made a part of programming for the force
structure necessary to carry out opposed landings.

Today, we are faced with similar large-scale changes in military doctrine necessitated by
large changes in the international security environment. With our new regionally-focused
defense strategy, we now need new multinational doctrine for a host of newly important tasks
to be performed in conjunction with ad hoc coalitions and existing combined doctrine.
Strategy and campaign concept inputs to military doctrine must have the full benefit of
exercises, games, and simulations done in support of strategy and campaign development.

On the other hand, current strategies tend to reflect programmatics in a way that may
actually preclude doctrinal development. For example, current governmental policy
statements have virtually ignored the threat from a resurgent/emergent global threat (REGI1T)2
and the associated strategy for reconstitution for a global warfighting capability once
advanced by the former administration. In the absence of programmatics supporting
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reconstitution and a total shift in focus toward limited war, should not the military internally
continue to develop doctrine for global war?'

As military doctrine development matures, existing campaign concepts will have less
impact on new doctrine. In a perfect world, strategy should have the influence on military
doctrine which should in turn drive campaign planning. With the overwhelming need to
develop new doctrine today, it is likely that we will turn to existing campaign concepts to
help us develop the initial military doctrine.'

Existing Doctrine

Another influence on doctrinal development is that of the-6current doctrine itself. As the
U.S. Navy currently prepares its first systematic Service-wide written military doctrine, it
cannot help being influenced by the existing military doctrine of the U.S. Marine Corps.
After all, certain Navy forces exist solely for the support of the Marine Air Ground Task
Force (MAGTF), and the NDC is a multi-Service command. Similarly, the U.S. Navy will
be influenced by existing military doctrine in the Army especially, since Army doctrine has
been a major influence in joint and combined doctrine and, presumably, existing joint and
combined doctrine will be reflected in any new naval doctrine.

Navy doctrine will obviously be influenced by existing joint and combined doctrine-
especially that doctrine that has a maritime flavor. Where there is existing practice in joint
and combined doctrine, we should expect to see identical Service doctrine, if Service doctrine
is created for every possibility. Where existing joint and combined doctrine are agreed to be
all that is necessary for the conduct of a specific tasks, then there will be no need for a
Service-specific or multi-Service doctrine on the same subject. If one Service already has an
acceptable doctrine for a functional area common to another Service, there is no reason that
the second Service could not adopt it in toto, or as multi-Service doctrine, or borrow heavily
from it in their own doctrinal publication. As an example, in the past, the Army's expertise
on chemical warfare doctrine has generally been recognized by the other Services.

Emerging U.S. Navy doctrine will be influenced by existihg informal naval doctrine.29
When Navy ships form into task groups and task forces in order to conduct their operations,
they already have customary and formal doctrine that translates the current policies, available
resources, current strategy and campaign concepts, threats, lessons learned, fielded and/or
emerging technologies, and strategic culture into the tactics, techniques, and procedures
(TTP)" that are used by the fleet forces to carry out individual unit tasks. Indeed, the
formation of ships into task groups and task forces itself is existing Navy doctrine.

Other Influences

Threats tend to drive programmatics, strategy, and campaign planning but, in today's

uncertain world, the threat has become more difficult to visualize. During the Cold-War, we
focused our military programs on the major threat and considered others as a lesser included
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case. Doctrinal development followed programmatics, resulting in ineffective development of
doctrine for limited wars and military operations other than war.

If we totally shift our focus from general war to limited war, we not only make it more
difficult to develop doctrine for the general war (since it is too unlikely), but we also must
simultaneously focus on a number of different types of threat for which there may not be a
"single valid military doctrine. Hence, the shift to multiple possible threats will necessitate a
doctrinal renaissance in the U.S. armed forces.

One of the major inputs to this doctrinal renaissance must be a considerable input from
history and the lessons learned for the new tasks that our forces are asked to perform. Since
most of these tasks will be executed-tin a multinational and joint context, we must include
lessons learned beyond that of the individual Service perspective. Lessons learned do not
come only from actual combat-we factor in the lessons from military operations other than
war, major exercises, and simulations and games. The latter two form the "history" of wars
and campaigns not yet fought.3" Lessons learned do not necessarily need to be limited to that
of our own country but should reflect those learned by other nations and those of a historical
context.32 Such distillations of military history, such as the principles of war, are a major
input into doctrine. Principles of war are abstractions of the lessons learned from the history
of armed conflict. Indeed, the applicable secondary literature needs to be constantly reviewed
to ensure that new lessons are indeed learned.3

Sometimes limiting, but always influencing military doctrine is the strategic culture of a
nation knd a specific military Service. Over time, nations and various Services have
developed a specific style of fighting. Military operations research has long recognized these
differences, and weights have often been assigned to forces of various nationality.' One
nation that has generally been ranked rather highly has been Israel. Given the natural
tendency of its warriors to excel, Israel has emphasized an offensive doctrine for warfare that
might prove disastrous to another nation of similar size. On the other hand, the excellent
military doctrine of Switzerland might serve as a model for new Russian military doctrine in
which defense of the homeland is accomplished on one's own soil arid with only a defensive
capability at the strategic-level of warfare. Service culture provides a similar input.

Just as current strategy and threats influence military doctrine, so does current
technology. With the advent of modem aircraft with extremely accurate delivery systems, we
no longer need a doctrine for massed bomber formations attacking enemy cities. Modem
bomber doctrine might learn from that of equally covert submarines searching out high value
and defended targets. Yet emerging technology may negate altogether the role of the
penetrating bomber in favor of unmanned systems.

Although one area of doctrinal development concentrates on fielded technology, there is
an equally important area of military doctrine that is concerned with future weapons systems.
One approach .is for industry or the research community to present the technological
opportunities to the military. who will then consider a doctrine for the employment of such
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systems. In this case, we benefit from visionary approaches to issues but often pay the price
of advocacy for systems for which a doctrinal, or other, need has not been established.

Another approach is to consider the doctrine for warfare that a nation would like to fight
and to then refine it in terms of capabilities desired-a concept-based requirements system.
The role of industry would then be to respond to doctrinal development. In this case, the
conservatism of the bureaucracy engenders a significant risk of missed opportunities to
exploit emerging technologies.

Geography and demographics have a major influence on most of the above, but should
not be overlooked. The insular position of Great Britain has highlighted the importance of

t.oa power. The extent of its borders and its population density have shaped the air defense
doctrine of Russia in favor of point defenses. The character of our people have shaped
American and Chinese military doctrine's emphasis on technology in very different ways-
American emphasis on high technology and the Chinese emphasis on less complicated
systems produced in massive quantities.

Finally, the type of government influences military doctrine. Modem democracies
simply cannot have military doctrines which waste manpower in battle. Modem
fundamentalist states, however, can afford such doctrines. As the United States continues
down the path of a long peace, its public may be less and less inclined to support responses
to crises with the possibility of long periods of involvement and the loss of many American
lives. Rightly or wrongly, if this is how the American public will act, the military must react
with ddctrine for crisis response that will result in the minimal amount of risk to American
lives. On the other hand, the military also needs doctrine for operations that may extend
beyond the initial surmised period and result in more than predicted casualties.

In summary, the above eleven inputs to and influences on military doctrine are slanted
toward topical vice enduring considerations-seven of these eleven inputs are not enduring. It
is current policy, available resources, current strategy, current campaign concepts, current
doctrine, current threats, and fielded and emerging technology that influence doctrine-not the
policies of the former government, unavailable resources, the stiategy and campaign concepts
of the past war, yesterday's doctrine, former threats, and obsolete technology that shape
doctrine.

Balancing topical considerations are the enduring lessons learned from history, the
strategic culture of the nation and the individual Service, geography and demographics, and
the type of government. Each of these less topical inputs is more difficult, but not impossible
to change. For example, history can be re-studied and new lessons learned or the strategic
culture of a nation or individual Service can be changed by organizational restructuring and
hardware. Geography and demographics can change as nations adjust borders or borders
b•3come porous. As much as we take it for granted that the type of government will not
change in the U.S., this has not always been the case for nations with which we have fought.
It was only a little over lO0.years ago that army officers schooled at West Point found
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themselves unable to fight under a taught military doctrine because they were no longer in

the service of the same nation.

What Does Military Doctrine Influence?

Military doctrine in turn affects a number of subordinate concepts as well as some of the
higher-level concepts driving doctrine itself. Among those concepts affected are tactics,
techniques, procedures, local tactical directives, rules of engagement, training and education,
organization and force structure, analyses, programming, campaign planning, strategy, and
policy. None of these, incidently, are themselves military doctrine.

If we return to dictionary definitions, we learn that military doctrine drives TIP. The
definition of "joint tactics, techniques, and procedures" [=ITP] is: "the actions and methods
which implement joint doctrine and describe how forces will be employed in joint operations.
They will be promulgated by the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, in coordination with
the combatant commands, Services, and Joint Staff" [emphasis added].

TrP comprise the bulk of the tactical library available to the fleet officer. Tactics are
"the employment of units in combat; [and] the ordered arrangement and maneuver of units in
relation to each other and/or to the enemy in order to utilize their full potentialities."
Generally tactics address the combat employment of individual units and their major
components-ships, aircraft, and major weapons systems. Tactics are often specific to
particular forces, technologies, opponents, climates and other circumstances-they advise
individul forces or commanders how to use force capabilities. Tactics are in conformance
with overall military doctrine and specific tactical doctrine.

Tactical doctrine organizes TrPs-it is the "play book" from which tactics are chosen and
ordered. Multinational tactical doctrine is created for multinational operations and is normally
designed for use by national forces operating in a multinational context. Joint tactical
doctrine is created for joint operations and is designed to be used normally by the joint
tactical-level commander. Multi-Service tactical doctrine, created by nulti-Service commands
for multi-Service operations or in support of other multi-Service concerns such as
programming, is designed to be used by the individual Service tactical-level commander
operating in a multi-Service environment or in the absence of joint or Service-unique tactical
doctrine. Service-specific tactical doctrine exists for use outside of joint or multi-Service
environments or in their absence. Tactical doctrine might, therefore, be created by
multinational, joint, multi-Service, or Service organizations.

As an example of the relationship between tactical doctrine and tactics, we have: (1) the
functional antisubmarine warfare doctrine found in the Allied Antisubmarine Warfare Manual
(ATP [Allied Tactical Publication]-28); the national navy doctrine expressing the relationship
between the antisubmarine warfare commander and the overall composite warfare
commander found in the Composite Warfare Commander's Manual (U) (NWP [Naval
Warfare Publication] 10-1); and a variety of navy signals to execute antisubmarine warfare
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tactics found in the Allied Maritime Tactical Signal and Maneuvering Book (ATP-1, Volume
11). Tactics is the selection and employment by the navy tactical commander of a particular
employment and movement of forces from these three tactical doctrine "play books." The
national navy commander routinely operates his task group's movements in accordance with
general antisubmarine warfare guidance in ATP 28, signals executed in accordance with
ATP-1, while still remaining within a national composite commanders' structure outlined in
NWP 10-1. Indeed, the U.S. Navy has no national joint, multi-Service, or Service
counterpart to ATP-1 and thoroughly relies on this NATO tactical doctrine for its contents.

Techniques are more specific instructions than are general tactics. They apply to
operation of individual systems and forces in particular functions. Techniques may contain
some detailed step-by-step operating instructions for equipment. One technique may support tm

one or many tactics. Therefore, techniques are in conformance with tactics.

Procedures, detailed instructions for operation of equipment or units aimed at the
operator, are often more rigid and directive than other levels of tactical guidance. This
rigidity is most frequently based on technical limits of weapons, ships, aircraft, an other
equipment. One set of procedures may support many techniques and tactics. Thus,
procedures are in conformance with techniques.

Commands issue standing orders, operations orders, tactical memos, and similar local
tactical directives which supplement those provided by the Service. These directives draw
upon the first principles of military doctrine, individual conditions, the tools of tactics,
techniq6es, and procedures, and the desires of local commanders. These command directives
may introduce new tactics that exploit new uses of equipment or forces.

Rules of engagement (ROE) are "directives issued by competent military authority
which delineate the circumstances and limitations under which United States forces will
initiate and/or continue combat engagement with other forces encountered." They are orders
with force of law that draw legitimacy from the authority of national or international law, or
the intrinsic authority of the combat commander or his subordinate who issues them.
Although one might question the inclusion of ROEs in a list of items affected by military
doctrine, ROEs cannot help but be influenced by doctrine. The pllitical leadership of a
nation or of a multinational organization or coalition will prepare, in general terms, the
initial guidance for ROEs. It will be the military, in their capacity as advisors to the
leadership, who will then have to ensure that this broad guidance is written in terms familiar
to the military. Where current military doctrine would be severely affected by the proposed
ROEs, it is likely than an adjustment will be made.

ROEs do not constitute fundamental principles since ROEs are not enduring; ROEs set
limits for the application of those principles and supporting tactics, techniques, and
piocedures based on law of war, political constraints, or commander's prerogative. ROEs
are,, therefore, not doctrine. ROEs, on the other hand, must be supported by military
doctrine. The need to establish ROEs is itself doctrine.
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Initial training is naturally done in conformance with doctrine. Advanced training and
education may. encourage explorations beyond current doctrine, but initially, forces must
have some basis of understanding of what they are expected to do. Training, thus, is one of
the most important aspects of military doctrine.' Indeed, it is not by accident that the
Army's TRADOC has cognizance over both doctrine and training/education. Military
doctrine will also affect exercises, games, and simulations developed in support of training
and education. In this new era of jointness, doctrinal publications taught at the various war
and command and staff colleges are the primary source documents for individuals of other
Services to learn about the capabilities and styles of warfare of other Services. In reality,
doctrine influences training and education, which then in turn influences future doctrinal
development.

Doctrine education affords the military the opportunity to "tell its story" to the average
American citizen, who today increasingly has no military experience, and often a cynical
perception of the military's competence. In its broader educational process, the military has
the opportunity to explain to the average voter its culture and world view in words
understandable to civilians. If our military doctrine is honest, explicit, comprehensive, and
understandable, it may help educate the voter and will in turn help the citizen make better
informed decisions of interest to the military. After all, the ultimate size, roles, and
employment of the armed forces are ultimately up to the average American citizen and the
voter's elected representatives and not a result of decisions reached within the military
profession itself.

As doctrine for war has evolved, often organization and force structure changed as
well. Normally, when a new type of technology is introduced in the military, some existing
organization acts as its initial sponsor. Later, as the technology is refined and a doctrine is
formulated for its use, a separate organization is created whose central identity is that new
technology. Witness the evolution of offices responsible for naval aviation. In cases where a
doctrinal concept precedes a technology, an organization may come about to manage its
development as in the Strategic Defense Initiatives Office (SDIO). Of course the creation of
Service, multi-Service, and joint doctrinal organizations is a direct result of doctrine itself.
"Doctrine is inadequate without an organization to administer the tasks involved in selecting,
testing, and evaluating 'inventions'. " 36

Analyses of force capability are generally undertaken with the assumption that the force
will act within the bounds of their doctrine. When considering alternative modes of
employment or alternative capabilities, we obviously need baseline studies of how well the
force can perform with existing hardware and under existing military doctrine. Such baseline
studies serve as comparison .to improvements sought under programming.

The Army's TRADOC has cognizance over both doctrinal development for current forces
as* well as setting military doctrine for the future and thereby making a major input to
programming.37 The naval Services are currently engaged in the creation of formal written
military doctrine for current forces. They are also exploring alternative concepts for the
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employment of naval forces of the future. Naval doctrine will obviously move, in the future,
into the area of programming.

One of the major inputs to military doctrine, in the absence of existing written doctrine,
is campaign planning. In addition, campaign plans must subsequently be affected by
military doctrine. Officers who are assigned to commands where campaigns are planned will
naturally bring with them their individual Service or combat arms doctrine. Joint and
multinational doctrine will form the basis for joint and multinational campaign planning.

Similarly, strategy must be affected by campaign planning, which is influenced by
military doctrine itself. For strategic-level assets such as centrally-controlled nuclear
weapons, strategy will be directly affected by the military doctrine for their employment.
Indeed, the 1993-1994 Nuclear Posture Review will result in the basis of a new military
doctrine for nuclear weapons which, according to the Secretary of Defense, will affect
revised declaratory policy.3"

We might also make the case that current policy is ultimately affected by revised strategy
which in turn was affected by military doctrine. Military doctrine can stabilize and even
constrain a new government from making radical departures in policy. Military doctrine
represents the capability of the military, and capability should be one of the major inputs into
national military policy.

Finally, the different types of military doctrine affect other types of military doctrine.
As long as military formations normally operate in conjunction with other different types of
formations, they cannot help affecting each other. Planning combined arms operations within
one service, joint interactions between Services, and those on a multinational basis all require
that one branch of the military knows how the other plans to act.

Simply put, military doctrine affects how we fight, train, exercise, organize, what we

buy, and how we plan.

What Naval Doctrine is NOT!

Clouding the use of the term doctrine is its use in descriptions that are more tactically or
functionally-oriented at the local level. For example, according to Joint Publication 1-02,
local airbase doctrine governs the use of afterburners and high power.39 Also, command,
control and information systems and command, control, communications, and computer
systems are both defined in terms of an integrated system of doctrine, procedures,
organizational structure, personnel, equipment, facilities and communications.

The U.S. Army tends to use doctrine to define the procedures used for carrying out tasks
by even the individual soldier. Anyone who develops doctrine can define its content and level
of consideration. By definition, multi-Service doctrine does not primarily intrude into the
strategic-level of warfare. Since the vast majority of campaigns, in the future, will be joint or
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multinational, naval doctrine is not a substitute for joint or multinational doctrine. Service
and multi-Service doctrine serves as an "input" to joint and multinational doctrine and can
guide operations when joint and multinational doctrine do not exist or are inappropriate.

Multi-Service naval doctrine serves as the bridge between higher-level policy documents
and strategy and TFPs. Just as there are some Joint TFPs there will also be some multi-
Service naval TIPs dealing with the multi-Service naval environment. Individual Navy and
Marine Corps TIPs will remain the domain of the individual Services. Multi-Service naval
doctrine, therefore, will primarily concern itself with the operational-level of warfare and it
will influence both the strategic and tactical-levels. The Naval Doctrine Command does not
intend that doctrine replace the word tactics nor that naval doctrine extend into the tactical-
level~of warfare other than to shape and guide multi-Service naval or Navy and Marine
Corps individual Service TTP. Service unique tactical-level Navy or Marine Corps doctrine
exists one level below multi-Service naval doctrine.

Doctrine Gestapo?

Doctrine is a form of policy. Less perishable than current policy, it is policy nonetheless.
General policy is not designed to standardize behavior--military doctrine is. Once doctrine, in
whatever form, exists, there will obviously be created a system to enforce consistency with
other doctrinal pronouncements. As formal military doctrine evolves within the naval
Services, the consistency issue will have to be addressed. In the meantime, emphasis at NDC
is being placed upon the writing of formal multi-Service and formal Navy Service-unique
doctrine for the first time.

The CJCS is responsible for developing joint doctrine and has had, for some time,
evaluation agents responsible for the planning, coordination, and conduct of doctrinal
evaluations. For the CJCS, the evaluation agent is normally the Joint Doctrine Center (JDC)
soon to be retitled the Joint Warfighting Center (JWFC). The Joint Staff also sponsors a Joint
Doctrine Working Party (JDWP), which is a joint doctrine forum that includes
representatives of the Services and combatant commands with the purpose of systematic
addressal of joint doctrine and joint tactics, techniques, and pro6edures (JQTP). Of course the
Unified Action Armed Forces (UNAAF) is a "publication setting~forth the principles,
doctrines, and functions governing the activities and performance of the Armed Forces of the
United States when two or more Services or elements thereof are acting together" [emphasis
added] .40

Joint doctrine is primarily written for the combatant commanders, the Unified CinCs.
With the combatant commanders as the customers, and under the Goldwater-Nichols Act, the
Services play an extremely important role, but do not have "veto power" over joint doctrine.
generally, the Services train and equip the military but the Unified CinCs fight the forces--
r6cognizing the new role of the U.S. Atlantic Command and the special role that U.S.
Special Operations Command play in training and equipping forces. The CJCS is the final
arbiter of what eventually becomes joint doctrine. Service "input" to joint doctrine is done
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during the development process via the CinCs Service component, by comments from the
Service themselves, and via Service officers assigned to the Joint and CinC staffs. Service
and multi-Service doctrine commands and centers play an important role in that process.

Service doctrine consistency with joint doctrine is an issue that is bound to be raised in
the future, once the Services have published their own formal doctrine. At that time, there
may be a struggle over inconsistencies, since Service doctrine is not supposed to be
inconsistent with joint doctrine. One issue that some Services, in other countries, have had
trouble with is which Service doctrine should dominate operations when a second Service is
acting in support of another. In the Soviet Union in the 1970-80s there existed a major
literature debate over the role of Long Range Aviation acting in support of the Navy. The
essential question was whether Air Force operational arv(what they term doctrine) would
continue to govern the behavior of specialized aircraft supporting the Navy or should it be
naval operational art. Although a system of joint doctrine should preclude problems such as
this, these will obviously be debating points while developing such doctrine.

NATO has addressed the doctrine standardization issue with two definitions.
Commonality is "a state achieved when groups of individuals, organizations, or nations use
common doctrine, procedures, or equipment." Standardization is "the process of developing
concepts, doctrines, procedures and designs to achieve and maintain the most effective levels
of compatibility, interoperability, interchangeability and commonality in the fields of
operations, administration and material." Doctrine provides the basis for commonality and
standardization so that different types of forces can work together by building a common
understanding and approach to the tasks they are given.

The degree of desired standardization and consistency of Service and national doctrines
really depends upon the degree of integration of the fighting forces involved. Where two
Services routinely operate together, such as segments of the Navy and Marine Corps and
Army and Air Force, one would expect to see a high level of standardization on doctrinal
issues. When national units fight together, however, they often do not do so as an integrated
whole. For example, in the Pacific theater of World War II, the British Pacific Fleet was
given its own area of operations in which they could operate im accordance with their own
military doctrine. This model changed sometime after this war an, today, British naval
forces can operate as an integrated part of NATO fleets commanded by American officers
and run in accordance with NATO naval doctrine. Of course, in Operation Desert Storm, the
U.S. Army operated in one area and multinational ground forces in another.

Another fear is that, once written doctrine exists, commanders will be held accountable
for deviations that fail. These were the same fears that aviators expressed decades ago when
the Navy introduced their TIP publications series NATOPS [naval air training and operating
procedures standardization]. Military doctrine, like existing TIP, has reliable authority but
it is not definitive. Its purpose is not to dictate dogmatic action. Rejection of accepted
military doctrine and substitution of other premises may be necessary if the conditions of a
specific operation depart those for which doctrine was developed. Doctrine, like NATOPS,
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should not, however, be discarded without careful consideration of the consequences. If it is
discarded, sufficient instruction must be given to subordinates to ensure they understand the
principles that will be applied instead. When doctrine is rejected, the commander making
that decision must ensure that his revisions and their results are evaluated for inclusion in the
full body of Service doctrine. With military doctrine we can gain standardization, without
relinquishing freedom of judgment and the commander's need to exercise initiative in battle.

Doctrine should express its own degree of latitude. If implementing directives for doctrine
state that it is directive, then its policies govern. If the implementing directives state that they
are guidance, then they are just that. Naval doctrine is to be authoritative but not directive.4"
In short, there is no need to fear that doctrine gestapo will force Army doctrine on the Navy
or that joint doctrine will force~naval doctrine into ideological conformity. At least for the
present, a "hundred flowers will bloom." If our doctrinal development is sound, there is no
need to fear the joint lawn mower.

Conclusions

Military doctrine comprises concise but comprehensive statements of principles and
practices for the conduct of warfare for current situations. These principles and practices
have been validated and are thus considered authoritative, but not necessarily directive.
Doctrine is evolving and dynamic. Although we attempt to make military doctrine timeless
and enduring, in reality it must be responsive to current policies, resources, strategy,
campaign concepts, doctrine, threats, and fielded and emerging technology-none of which
are timeless and enduring. Military doctrine provides us a common cultural perspective -
telling us how to think about war. Military doctrine captures the historical perspective and
lessons learned during past wars, the essential nature of war and conflict in our own time,
and anticipates the technological and intellectual developments that will bring us victory in
the future. In other words, military doctrine provides a bridge or common thread leading
from the past to the present and future.

Military doctrine's primary attribute is that it consists of fundamental principles, not
specific procedures, that guide the employment of forces. Military 'doctrine defines, in
general terms, the nature of forces and a rational basis for their use. It is a commonly
understood and shared framework upon which specific operations can be planned and
executed. It represents a body of common thought meant to be exploited as a guide by all
forces in an operation that supports effective action with minimum detailed direction.
Military doctrine is not a set of orders that govern operations. Military doctrine provides a
commander with the experiences of others confronted with similar situations.

Well-developed military doctrine eases requirements for operational commanders to
co mmunicate detailed instructions for operations to subordinates for a specific operation. In
the'absence of orders and in the absence of communications, a subordinate who acts in
accordance with military doctrine has a better probability of conforming with his superior's
wishes than would otherwise be the case.
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Military doctrine is the starting point from which we develop solutions and options to
address the specific warfighting demands and challenges we face in conducting military
operations other than war. In a chaotic combat environment, military doctrine has a cohesive
effect on our forces. It promotes mutually understood terminology, relationships,
responsibilities, and processes, thus freeing the commander to focus on the overall conduct of
combat. Military doctrine is conceptual-a shared way of harmonious thinking that is not
directive. Military doctrine guides our actions toward well-defined goals.and provides the
basis for mutual understanding within and among the Services and the national policy
makers.

Military doctrine "is a compilation of principles and policies developed through
. experience or theory that represents the best available thought and indicate and guide but do

not bind in practice. Its purpose is to provide that understanding within a force which
generates mutual confidence between the commander and his subordinates in order that
timely and effective action will be taken by all concerned in the absence of instructions."' 2

These words indicate the importance of theory as an input to military doctrine-necessary for
doctrine for new weapons systems technologies or warfare techniques that have no history.

Military "doctrine is like a compass bearing; it gives us the general direction of our
course. We may deviate from that course on occasion, but the heading provides a common
purpose to all who travel along the way. This puts a grave burden on those who formulate
doctrine, for a small error, even a minute deviation, in our compass bearing upon setting
out, may place us many miles from the target at the end of our flight. If those who distill
doctrinb from experience or devise it by logical inference in the abstract fail to exercise the
utmost rigor in their thinking, the whole service suffers."'4

Na doctrine is the art of the admiral." It is not an exact science and it primarily
exists to support the combat actions and decisions of our flag and commanding officers.
"Success in war [has] depended on the admiral's ability to organize a body of ships into a

disciplined fleet, capable of obeying his instructions and signals. Only when his fleet was
properly organized was he in a position to execute such tactics against the enemy.. .Nor could
the admiral expect wholehearted support for a form of attack' of which the captains did not
approve or which they did not thoroughly understand. "' !,

Naval doctrine is a particular form of multi-Service doctrine; the doctrine governing the
U.S. Navy and U.S. Marine Corps in coordinated action toward common objectives. As
such, it is primarily oriented toward the operational-level of warfare. Naval doctrine will first
consider warfighting aspects but will eventually include military operations other than war.
Naval doctrine is an input and supplement to joint and multinational doctrine and forms an
input to Navy and Marine Corps Service-specific doctrine.

According to the naval Services' first formal military doctrine publication, Naval

Warfare, NDP [Naval Doctrine Publication]-l: "doctrine is the heart of naval warfare. It
governs our actions beyond the ordered execution of military operations, but is not
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prescriptive. Within the broader guidelines of national strategy, doctrine provides the basis
for mutual understanding and trust within our naval Services as well as with other Services
and our national leaders. It is not a set of concrete rules, but rather a basis of common
understanding throughout the chain of command. Composed of 'shared convictions' that
guide naval forces as a whole, it fuses our Service-unique tactics, techniques, procedures,
and warfighting philosophies" (emphasis added).'

Although much navy and naval doctrine has been unwritten in the past, analysis of how
naval forces and navies have acted allows us to disclose the underlying doctrine beneath these
actions.47 If those actions were subject to after-action scrutiny or censure, then it can be
established that those actions were not in conformance with established doctrine. Where
actions were not challenged, they probably were in accordance with established doctrine,
although they might not have been. Through the disciple of history, we can establish the
existence and content of naval and navy doctrine even if that doctrine was not formally
written.

From a historical analysis of past naval and navy doctrine, we are able to learn the
various forms that doctrine has taken in the sea services, what are the enduring doctrinal
issues that are not dependent upon technology or countries, the problems associated with the
introduction, preparation, and change of doctrine, and the measures of effectiveness for
doctrine. These are all valuable lessons that can be learned and will serve to better develop
naval doctrine in the United States today.
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